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SUMMARY 

 
As a lead customer experience consultant with a background in conversion-centric design and behavioural psychology, I focus 
on persuasion, emotion and trust to drive online conversion. I have worked on websites and applications using a mobile first 
and responsive approach, spanning across hand-held devices including retail kiosks. My experience touches on social media, 
behavioural design and analytics, applications that leverage personalized content and user experiences that optimize customer 
retention to drive sales. My clients have included The Body Shop, Monsoon & Accessorize, BBC, PepsiCo, Ladbrokes, Sony, 
Dolby and HSBC. Applying my knowledge across industries, I have worked in domains such as commerce, media and 
entertainment, consumer goods, gaming and banking that span across B2B and B2C applications.  
 
SKILLS 

 
• Stakeholder Management: Scoping and Strategy Workshops, KPI Measurement, Project Management  
• Business Consulting: Business Analysis, Requirements Gathering, Competitive Reviews, Epics, User Stories, Use Cases 
• Research and Testing: Interviews, Focus Groups, Contextual Inquiry, Lab, Remote, Guerrilla Tests, Card Sort, Accessibility   
• User Modelling: Persona and Scenario Creation, Role-Playing, Expert Evaluations, User Journeys, Cognitive Walkthroughs 
• Information Architecture and Information Design: Sitemaps, Content Strategy, Navigation Design, SEO Planning  
• Interaction Design: Storyboarding, Rapid Sketching, High Fidelity and Low Fidelity Prototyping, Participatory Design   
• Persuasion, Emotion and Trust: Behavioural Modelling, Audience Research, User Behavioural Processing   
• Usability and Analytics: Data Analysis, Conversion Rate Optimisation, Search Engine Optimization   

 
Adept in tools such as Omnigraffle, Axure, iRise, iMockups, Balsamiq, UserZoom, IBM SPSS, Google Analytics, Morae 
and back-end platforms such as Magento, Hybris, SharePoint and IBM Connections.  
 
PROFESSIONAL WORK EXPERIENCE 

 
Reply Consulting London, United Kingdom           February 2014 – Present 
 
With a data-driven approach to design, I was responsible for both the strategy and operations of the multi-channel commercial 
proposition across web, click and collect and International websites delivered through Hybris. Post launch, I analysed and 
provided insight to increase acquisition, online engagement, retention and loyalty to drive revenue and improve conversion. 
 
Senior Omni-Channel Consultant: Bodyshop August 2014 – February 2015 
• Facilitated workshops and generated insights through analytics; led business requirements during the discovery phase.  
• Identified and assessed opportunities based on market demands and unmet needs. This included high-level feasibility studies. 
• Worked closely with stakeholders, scrum masters, developers, testers and product managers in an agile environment.  
• Estimated, scoped and planned engagements; allocated resources including the selection of appropriate tools and techniques. 
• Provided development opportunities by mentoring the team, assigning duties and building a collaborative environment.  
• Impact: Led a team of two user experience designers that redesigned the website experience using a responsive, mobile first 

approach due to be deployed across international markets. Part of a team that won new business budgeted over 200,000 GBP.  
 

Senior Omni-Channel Consultant: Monsoon Accessorize February – August 2014 
• Gained a deep understanding of the customer, end user, the domain and the competitive environment. Made use of personas 

to understand the user segment so products can be built around user’s behaviour or conceptual models. 
• Conducted competitive landscape research and analyses of market positioning. Evaluated content, design and the user 

interface to create an optimal experience on the website.  
• Performed metrics analysis to inform design optimization; tracked user behaviour to increase engagement and conversion. 
• Organized, led and managed research activities such as focus groups and crafted processes to gain needed insights.  
• Impact: Provided consultancy-level advice to the client on customer experience. Redesigned the website across channels, 

adopting a dual brand strategy that is live at www.monsoon.co.uk. Increased conversion by 3.75% over the course of a year. 
 
 
Intent HQ London, United Kingdom                         July 2012 – January 2014 
 
Focusing on customer experience and business requirements, my responsibility was to produce clear and actionable 
specifications, functional requirements and user journeys working in conjunction with the product and development teams.  
 
Senior User Experience Architect: Schuh 
• Engaged with engineering as a key partner; participated in scrum and the agile planning process; anticipated product features 

by tracking dependent product strategies, elicited stakeholder input, monitored industry and technological advancements. 
• Maintained alignment and strategic direction for functional areas with product managers to ensure successful development.  
• Delivered responsive experiences for persuasive technologies; evaluated interfaces through A/B tests and usability testing. 



• Impact: Defined a product strategy for the consumer product, setup, configuration and analytics platform that delivers on 
the overall vision, socially driven through networks such as Facebook, Google and Twitter.  

 
British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) London, United Kingdom                     August 2011 – July 2012 
 
As an analyst focusing on customer experience and business requirements, I was responsible for developing persuasive 
strategies and techniques that make content trustworthy and convincing, understanding user behaviour that lead to conversion.  
 
Senior Mobile User Experience Architect 
• Investigated creative alternatives and provided recommendations regarding cost/benefits for increased efficiency.  
• Created wireframes, user journeys and interactive prototypes to communicate the strategy and concept across the mobile, 

tablet and desktop device; adopted behavioural design techniques to ensure that the experience is persuasive and engaging.  
• Impact: Created and presented a large-scale responsive mobile application, implemented for Glastonbury. The solution 

increased engagement where stakeholder engagement built executive buy-in for a comprehensive development strategy.  
 
 
MindTree Consulting London, United Kingdom / New York, USA                                              July 2006 – August 2011    
 
I was responsible for guiding the business in creating user journeys at all stages of the customer engagement cycle, working 
with the scrum master and the team to attend daily stand ups and creating wireframes to demonstrate concepts to clients.  

 
Senior Business Analyst: Pepsi Co. February 2011 – August 2011 
• Facilitated and planned workshops; applied empirical data-gathering tools through surveys and contextual inquiries. 
• Supported product owners in an agile environment; delivered user stories, market analysis and deployment plans. 
• Performed project management duties as necessary; evaluated conversion through multivariate testing. 
• Impact: Established guidelines and built an enterprise app that increased collaboration and decreased content duplication.  
 
User Experience and Information Architect: Ladbrokes September 2009 – February 2011     
• Identified and documented meaningful patterns from user research and provided recommendations based on findings.  
• Developed the navigation model, validated user journeys through scenarios and created annotated wireframes for delivery.  
• Conducted expert evaluations, participatory design, testing sessions and task flow diagrams to illustrate problem areas.  
• Impact: Redesigned gaming across channels with cross-functional teams and vendors that engage users of over 1 million.  
 
Mobile Interaction Designer: Dolby October 2007 – September 2009                        
• Conducted surveys to understand behaviour; produced affinity diagrams and categorization of products based on findings.  
• Used principles based on persuasion; assessed properties for usability, visual design, content and branding.  
• Impact: Designed mobile apps where 93% surveyed were in favour of using the solution scaled across geographies. 
 
Research Analyst: HSBC July 2006 – October 2007 
• Conducted a study across the competitive landscape; formulated test plans and moderated sessions with interactive screens.  
• Impact: Identified 98 issues that adversely impacted usability and directly led to 72 being fixed with positive results.  

Collated the statistical analysis into design recommendations based on the clients evolving competitive landscape. 
 
EDUCATION  
 
Master of Science in Human Computer Interaction with Ergonomics 2011 – 2013 
Bachelor of Cognitive Psychology 2003 – 2006 

 
University College London (UCL) London, United Kingdom 
Received a distinction for my dissertation: Social Sharing in Close Proximity with Mobile Devices.  
 
PUBLICATIONS 
 
• Kirmani, A. Fleck, R. “Sharing Around Mobile Phones in Close Proximity” Mobile Human Computer Interaction: The 

Association for Computing Machinery. p.549-554. September 2014: ACM Digital Library.   
• Kirmani, A. “Mobile Sales Force Automation: Efficiency in Design” Ergonomics in Design: The Quarterly of Human 

Factors Applications. Vol. 19, No. 2, p.14-18. April 2011: Sage Publications.   
• Expert contributor for UX journals Boxes and Arrows and UXmatters: topics include Branding and Communication, Mobile 

Application Design, Customer Experience, E-Commerce User Experience and Evangelising User Experience.  
 
ACHIEVEMENTS 
 
• Presenter at the Human Computer Interaction and Usability Professionals' Association, 2007 – Present. 
• Part of a team that won new business budgeted over 200,000 GBP, 2014.  
• Monsoon’s website is now live that was redesigned for desktop, tablet and mobile devices – www.monsoon.co.uk, 2014. 
• Created and presented a large-scale mobile application for the BBC implemented for Glastonbury, 2012.  
• Created a concept for Dolby showcased at the Consumer Electronics Show and sold to LG as a media player, 2010. 


